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Inclusion is an organisational effort 
and practices in which different 
groups or individuals having 
different backgrounds are 
culturally and socially accepted 
and welcomed, and equally treated.

“

From GlobalDiversityPractice.com 



Compliance does not 
guarantee usability





Site Auditing & Remediation
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Types of Analysis

Automated
Scanning

User
Testing

Usability
(Heuristic) 

Analysis



1. Automated Scanning



Page Evaluation Browser Extensions



Site-wide Scanning Tools



Automated Scanning Cautions

+ A single tool will not find all of the issues

+ Only 30-60% of issues can be identified automatically

+ Time-intensive checklists needed to review remaining 
criteria

+ Takes a lot of effort to make all the warnings go away 

+ Compliance does not ensure usability

+ Don't put too much stock in a score



2. User Testing



User Testing Process

+ Determine high priority user stories / journeys

+ Have real-life people try to accomplish those tasks

+ Find users who use accessibility tools or require accessible 
features on a regular basis

+ Get feedback about how easy or difficult it is to achieve a goal



User Testing Services



Example User Journey
User journey description
User can navigate to the How to Apply page and follow the instructions

Starting URL
https://mysite.org

Instructions

1. You have spent some time on the web site, learning fun facts about 
the company, and now you wish to find out how to apply for yourself 
and your friends. You go to the How to Apply page where you can find 
all the info you are looking for. You are interested in "Procedure and 
Checklist" information.

2. Task is considered completed once user reviews page related to the 
Procedures and Checklist.

https://mysite.org


User Testing Feedback



Volunteer Testers

+ Some organizations may try to offload accessibility testing onto 
their users.

+ Adds additional burden on users who are already having trouble 
using your site.

+ Mission-driven organizations can ask for volunteers who support 
the goals and want to help.

+ Compensate testers, particularly if you are a for-profit organization.



3. Usability/Heuristic Analysis



Heuristic evaluation involves 
having a small set of [expert] 
evaluators examine the interface 
and judge its compliance with 
recognized usability principles 
(the "heuristics").

“

— Jakob Nielsen, November 1, 1994 



Example Heuristic Worksheet Item
Contrast and size allows text to be read clearly
Review common pages to find different text styles and foreground/background color 
combinations. Ensure there is enough contrast between foreground and background colors. 
Identify small text that is less legible, where contrast becomes even more important. Hover 
over links and buttons to see if those styles provide enough contrast.

Positive findings

+ Body text, links, and menu items are very readable

Urgent issues discovered

+ Page title cannot be read clearly on photo background

Issues discovered

+ Photo caption font size is 10px which can be hard to read for some users



Categories for Heuristic Accessibility Review
+ Visual Perception

+ Mouse Navigation

+ Keyboard Navigation

+ Mobile Navigation

+ Screen Reader Navigation

+ Voice Navigation

+ Robustness

+ Cognitive Considerations



Heuristic Analysis Pros & Cons
Pros

+ Efficient

+ Focused on usability

+ Finds issues with features that 
are compliant but not usable

+ Can use automated tools, but 
does not depend on them

Cons

+ Requires expert knowledge

+ Requires multiple reviewers to 
catch the most issues (2-4)

+ Not comprehensive

+ Less focused on legal 
compliance 



Learn to use accessibility tools yourself

+ Tab through a webpage using a keyboard!

+ Try a screen reader (NVDA + Windows / VoiceOver + Apple)

+ You might not catch every issue, but you can find some 
obvious ones!



Prioritization & Remediation 



Why prioritization is important
+ Limited time and resources mean you canʼt fix everything 

+ There is no end to the accessibility issues/improvements 
that you can find

+ There may be major roadblocks for some users

+ Some user journeys may be more frequent or important 
than others 

+ Quick wins



Prioritizing Issues and Fixes



Common high-priority issues
+ Keyboard focus visibility / traps

+ Site navigation

+ “Mobile” navigation does not work on small desktop screens

+ Missing HTML regions for screen reader users

+ Poor heading structure for screenreader users

+ Pop-ups and banners that donʼt work

+ Text in images



When to fix things
Fix most 

issues here
Fix remaining 

issues here

Automated
Scanning

User
Testing

Usability 
Analysis



Design & Development 
Practices
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Deal with it 
here

Define it here Donʼt leave it 
till here!



Design Principles
+ Design with usability in mind from the start

+ Define criteria that the site will meet (often WCAG AA)

+ Document & validate design choices

+ Graceful degradation / Progressive enhancement

+ Strategies for motion reduction

+ In-browser prototypes for ultimate testability



Color me accessible



Design for Developer Needs
+ Hover and active states

+ Keyboard / screen reader focus order 

+ Layouts across screen sizes

+ Clear heading levels

+ Visually-hidden headings for sections/menus

+ Icon alt/hidden text

+ All form elements and common html elements



Development Principles
+ HTML5 elements with implicit roles rather than ARIA attributes

+ Leverage <details> elements for expandable elements

+ Pay extra attention to navigation and page structure

+ Computers are not good at ensuring accessibility (overlays / AI)

+ Use code that is proven to be accessible, like Drupal

+ Do not trust common libraries to be accessible



Sustainable Content Editing
+ Define sections for proper heading structure

+ H2 section headings as required fields

○ Checkbox to optionally visually-hide section titles

+ Restrict the WYSIWYG to H3s and below

+ Insert images via the media library 

+ Make ALT text required



Governance
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Governance Characteristics
Education

+ Create pathways to knowledge that empower everyone (avoid silos)

+ Reinforce peer support

Accountability

+ Buy-in from the top is key

+ Champions

+ Policy that reinforces culture

+ Enshrine accessibility in your content governance processes



Content Governance Tips
+ Emphasize plain language

a. Tools like Hemmingway can help you visualize this

b. Flesch-Kincaid testing reports on the reading grade level of your content

c. 8th grade reading level reaches 80% of Americans

+ Write for inclusivity

+ Gatekeeping for posting inaccessible PDFs

+ Guides and documentation for crafting meaningful ALT text and more

+ Deploy an automated monitoring solution that reports on changes

+ Invest in manual vs automated translation whenever possible



Artificial Intelligence
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AI won’t solve your ALT text problem
+ Lacks emotion

+ Missing context

+ DAMs, CMS, Word: systems starting to bake this in



AI won’t solve your ALT text problem

Human: 
A fashionable person with styled white hair 
wearing bright makeup and dark blue 
clothing walks in front of a brick building.

AI: 
A person in a garment.

https://bit.ly/3SWM6kh 

https://bit.ly/3SWM6kh


AI won’t solve your ALT text problem

Human: 
Large pink flowers with green leaves and 
thorny stems digitally manipulated into the 
side profile of a statue against a black 
background.

AI: 
A close-up of a flower.

https://bit.ly/3SWM6kh 

https://bit.ly/3SWM6kh


AI won’t solve your ALT text problem

Human: 
Steve Jobs at Macworld 2008 unveiling 
the new Macbook Air.

AI: 
Man in front of crowd

https://bit.ly/40Q1TU9 

https://bit.ly/40Q1TU9


AI won’t solve your ALT text problem

Human: 
Rare 18th Century Ethiopic scroll 
presented partially unfurled from its 
archival storage.

AI: 
A roll of toilet paper

https://bit.ly/3sLoHb1 

https://bit.ly/3sLoHb1


In Conclusion & Resources
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In Conclusion
+ Incorporate accessibility throughout your redesign process

+ No one testing method is better than another; multiple are needed

+ Every automated test is different, but all are verbose

+ Heuristic analysis helps reveal usability-focused issues

+ User testing is ideal with specialized organizations 

+ Prioritize and address accessibility issues once found

+ Content governance is foundational

+ AI canʼt solve all your problems



Helpful Resources: 

bit.ly/a11y-vfd 
(9 minute long, captioned video )

Captioned video demo of how the previous VaccineFinder.org website 
passes automated tests, but fails screenreader and keyboard navigation

https://bit.ly/a11y-vfd


Helpful Resources

hello.kalamuna.com/a11y-tips
(link to download the PDF)

PDF of our favorite tools to test and 
address web accessibility issues

https://hello.kalamuna.com/a11y-tips


Helpful Resources

kalamuna.com

Blog post

https://www.kalamuna.com/blog/free-figma-plugins-accessibility-design
https://www.kalamuna.com


Questions
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Connect with us.
kalamuna.cominfo@kalamuna.com @kalamuna company/kalamuna

in



Thank you :)


